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Series: Christmas Traditions

Sermon: The Christmas Tree

Esther 9:22
As the days wherein the Jews rested from their enemies, and the month which was turned unto them from

sorrow to joy, and from mourning into a good day: that they should make them days of feasting and joy, and of

sending portions one to another, and gifts to the poor.

Sermon
A few years ago, we were at Silver Falls, and coming back home we stopped in Silverton - and the Boy Scouts

were selling Christmas Trees.  20 bucks later, we had a Noble Fir strapped to the top of our vehicle.  A couple

of miles outside of Silverton, we heard a VOOOSH, and I saw the tree slide off the top of our car.  Boy Scout

Knots aren’t what they used to be.  The sun just went down, and we have only a little bit of light left.  We came

up with this plan: Steph would stand by the side of the road, guarding our tree, and me and the kids go back into

town, go to Roths, and get new rope.  Yes, I left my wife on the side of a road, with a tree in the dark.  In my

defense, she helped come up with the plan.  We got the rope, and drove back, and now in the pitch dark, found

Stephanie with our tree.  We put it back up on the top, and I used all 200 feet of that rope to keep the tree on top. 

No matter what.  We had rope coming through windows, tied to bumpers, through doors, to the “Oh No bars”. 

You know the bars up you can grab onto as you drive.  We really don’t call them Oh No bars, I just can’t tell

you their names in church.  They’re what you say when you need to grab them.  Anyway, We made it home,

parked in the garage. And I tried to open the door.  No luck.  Tied it shut.  Matter of fact, tied all of the doors

shut.  We were literally tied into our car.  Trapped.  We were going to die in our garage.  Death by Christmas

Tree.  Gabe popped out the back window and Macgivered his way through the ropes got inside and found the

scissors and he came back and saved us.  We put the tree up that night.  It only fell over once.  This is a tree that

I won’t forget.  Was it worth the effort?  Well, we get one every year.

In this season of Advent, I want to explore a few of the Christmas traditions that make the season special.   And

today, we start with a doozy, one of the Granddaddies of them all - the Christmas Tree.  And we have a few here

today that we’ll decorate.  It always hasn’t been a Christian thing.  Because the Christmas tree began as a pagan

symbol, there may be number of people who have trouble accepting its presence in a Christian sanctuary. And I

can appreciate that concern.

It was back in the eighth century, when a St. Boniface, working as a missionary among the Hessians, came upon

a pagan ritual of human sacrifice to Thor, the thunder God. They believed the presence of Thor was in a large

oak tree and were preparing the sacrifice underneath the tree.

Boniface apparently was a large man with a commanding presence, and just as the youth was about to be killed

he stormed into the gathering and ordered the ceremony stopped. As the group stood in fear of the large stranger

he challenged their god and ordered the tree chopped down, which they did. As the majestic tree fell to the

ground, legend says it revealed for the first time a young fir tree growing between the broken branches of the

fallen oak.. The people were awed by the presence of the young tree inside the old one and before they could

claim the miracle for Thor, Boniface claimed it for Christ.



He said to them, "This little tree, a young child of the forest, shall be your holy tree tonight. It is the wood of

peace, for your houses are built of fir. It is the sign of endless life, for its leaves are ever green. See how it points

straight to heaven. Let this be called the tree of the Christ Child; gather about it, not in the wild woods but in

your homes. There it will shelter no deeds of blood, but loving gifts and rites of kindness."

I don't know how much of that legend is based in fact. But I do know that the attitude of Boniface in the story

represents the true attitude of faith. Faith is not learning which symbols are sacred and truly represent God. Faith

is looking at everything in a new way and seeing God everywhere you look. Did you get that?  Take the

ordinary, and making it extraordinary.  Faith is looking at your dining room table and seeing an altar spread with

the love of God. Faith is looking at a dirty, smelly drunk and seeing in him the possibilities for beauty and

restoration. Faith is receiving a hug from a friend and feeling the arms of God. Faith is not seeing different

things...faith is seeing things differently.

The Christmas tree is a symbol of joy to people both inside and outside the church. Entire cities gather for the

lighting of the town tree, and children in homes across the world take delight in the sparkling lights and bright

decorations. The Christmas tree is no respecter of persons. All nations, races, classes...even all major faiths

often put up a tree. And to me, that's what the Christian faith is all about.

From the very beginning in the Hebrew Scriptures when God called Abraham, the intent was that the Word of

God be spread to all people and be a blessing to all nations. God is the God of all and the salvation we proclaim

in Jesus is offered to all. The Christmas tree may well be the only symbol we have left that can represent the

faith to the world, exactly because it is common to our experience. Isn't that what Jesus did so often? What did

Jesus choose as the symbols for himself? Bread and wine...nothing exclusive to this group or that...but things

that were common and fundamental to the experience of everyone -- basic food...a loaf of bread, a cup of wine.

Our passage today from Esther reflects that attitude of seeing, not new things, but seeing things new.  I won’t go

into the whole backstory, but Esther was a Jewish Queen in a pagan land.  And the Jews in the nation were in

mortal danger.  Through her influence as queen, she was able to save the day - for such a time as this, is the

famous line.  I cherry picked one verse out of the ninth chapter that says, As the days wherein the Jews rested

from their enemies, and the month which was turned unto them from sorrow to joy, and from mourning into a

good day: that they should make them days of feasting and joy, and of sending portions one to another, and gifts

to the poor.  The holiday of Purim, in the Jewish Calendar.  A month from sorrow to joy, from mourning to joy. 

Here we are in the darkest part of the year, and we bring in green life into our homes.  New life out of the dark. 

Its our choice to live in the dark, or to live in the light.  And our Christmas trees bring light into the dark places.  

The Christmas tree in the church is a reminder that our calling is not to be separated from the world, but simply

to live in it and look at it differently. It's the same physical world...out there and in here. This is not the place to

see different things. This is the place to see things differently.  The Christmas Tree is just a tree, looked at

differently - within this space.  Maybe we can do the same, not with a tree, but with each other.  This is the place

where drunks and drug addicts are seen as children of God. This is the place where death is seen as the

beginning of life, where giving is seen to be receiving, and where becoming a servant of others is proclaimed to

be the true foundation of leadership. This is the place where the common is seen as a miracle and where

ordinary people realize that they are capable of the most extraordinary things. This is not the place to see

different things. This is the place to see things differently. It is the place of transformation.

Once a year, evergreen trees across the globe are transformed. They sparkle with lights and shelter gifts of love

beneath their branches. Everybody understands it.  God is the light that shines in the darkness, sheltering gifts of



love beneath ever-living branches. The tree stands here, reminding us that our God transforms the ordinary. God

takes the secular and makes it sacred...the meaningless suddenly has purpose, the aimless have vision, the blind

see, the lame walk, and the dead are raised to new life.

This Advent season, don't come to Christ expecting to see different things. Come expecting to see things

differently.  That’s a message I could get tied to.  And the family of God said, Amen.


